
 

 

METALGATE PROUDLY PRESENTS: MILOŠ MEIER – DRUMMING SYNDROME DVD 

Cold professional? Quite the contrary, Miloš Meier is a fiery one and full of energy! On the 

very best Czech drummers at long lasts brings you his loaded DVD full of live drumbeats, 

which is not only a record of his tracks and acclaimed drumming workshops comprised in the 

“Drumming Syndrome” project, with which Miloš tours the Czech Republic, but also 

contains a number of bonuses for the fans of Miloš as well as of bands, in which he played or 

is playing. Beside videos from Drumming Syndrome shows and new tracks of this project, 

recorded live in the Palace Akropolis, you can look forward to an interview, insider’s look, 

archive materials and many other glimpses into an art of a man who sets the tone for Czech 

music!  

Born in Hronov, Miloš Meier studied at the State Conservatory in Prague and was literally 

breathing for drumming. His great zeal for music contributed to his recess, due to health reasons 

which nonetheless put Miloš out of rhythm only temporarily. Afterwards Miloš returned with a 

vengeance, becoming involved in a plethora of projects across numerous music genres, thanks to 

which any decent music fan should know him, from the death metal icon Tortharry to participating 

in the band of the first Czech Superstar winner Aneta Langerová. The local music aficionados will 

surely compliment his involvement in B.S.P. band or in Leaders! of Kamil Střihavka, as well as 

participation in Michal Pavlíček trio with which MIloš played the anniversary show in Sazka Arena, 

whose DVD gained platinum standing and won Anděl awards in the DVD of 2006 category. Miloš 

is further involved in the NOID band, headed by none other than Václav Noid Bárta, in the psy-core 

predators pack DYMYTRY, or in the newly formed act STROY. He regularly also participates in 

acclaimed drumming festivals and workshops not only at home, but also abroad, and from those it 

was only a step to his own show, which we bring you on this very DVD!  
 

“Drumming Syndrome” DVD of Miloš Meier is released in digipack format and available on 

www.metagate.cz or in selected music stores across Czech Republic, whose list you can find on 

our website as well.  

www.myspace.com/milosmeier 

www.facebook.com/milosmeier 

www.metalgate.cz      
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